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The fog computing paradigm has become prominent in stream processing for IoT systems

where cloud computing struggles from high latency challenges. It enables the deployment of com-

putational resources between the edge and cloud layers and helps to resolve constraints, primarily

due to the need to react in real-time to state changes, improve the locality of data storage, and

overcome external communication channels’ limitations. There is an urgent need for tools and

platforms to model, implement, manage, and monitor complex fog computing workflows. Tra-

ditional scientific workflow management systems (SWMSs) provide modularity and flexibility to

design, execute, and monitor complex computational workflows used in smart industry applica-

tions. However, they are mainly focused on batch execution of jobs consisting of tightly coupled

tasks. Integrating data streams into SWMSs of IoT systems is challenging. We proposed a micro-

workflow model to redesign the monolith architecture of workflow systems into a set of smaller

and independent workflows that support stream processing. Micro-workflow is an independent

data stream processing service that can be deployed on different layers of the fog computing

environment. To validate the feasibility and practicability of the micro-workflow refactoring, we

provide intensive experimental analysis evaluating the interval between sensor messages, the time

interval required to create a message, between sending sensor message and receiving the message

in SWMS, including data serialization, network latency, etc. We show that the proposed decou-

pling support of the independence of implementation, execution, development, maintenance, and

cross-platform deployment, where each micro-workflow becomes a standalone computational unit,

is a suitable mechanism for IoT stream processing.

Keywords: stream processing, fog computing, cloud computing, scientific workflow, micro-

workflow, IoT.

Introduction

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) comprises networked objects, cyber-physical assets,

associated information technologies, cloud and edge computing platforms. It enables real-time

data processing and exchange of processes, products, and service information within the indus-

trial environment to optimize overall production value [7]. An essential feature of computing

services in IIoT are on-site processing, ensuring security requirements, and data pre-processing

before sending it to the cloud. Thus, there is a need for an intermediate processing power be-

tween industrial IoT and cloud [1]. Fog computing provides such resources by moving some of

the data processing tasks from the cloud to fog nodes located closer to the network’s edge.

IIoT applications require real-time processing of data streams and signals from multiple

sensors (data sources). Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) is the most adapted to this type of

applications [3]. EDA is a system architecture made up of highly decoupled, single-purpose

event processing components which asynchronously receive and process events [28]. EDA, by

its nature, is extremely loosely coupled and highly distributed [12]. A monolithic architecture

does not provide the efficiency and flexibility required to support large-scale IIoT systems that

require native EDA support and a multilayered fog computing infrastructure.
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Due to the complexity in controlling a distributed application workflows, Workflow Man-

agement Systems (WFMSs) are often used to assist in the data and task partitioning, providing

robust means of describing applications, the control, data dependencies, and the logical reason-

ing necessary for distributed execution [31]. But a number of challenges appear with WFMSs,

for example, the tasks of the workflow are tightly coupled by means of intricate dependencies

between them [35]. Also, the features of data visualization and data stream input/output are

limited support in current WFMSs [5]. Thus in [2, 27], the concept of Micro-Workflows has

been presented. The Micro-Workflow approach supports the redesign of monolith workflows

into independent smaller workflows, maintaining stream processing and independent lifecycle

management.

This paper presents the micro-workflows model supporting the decoupling process of tightly

coupled dependencies in monolith workflow to be refactored in the form of independent smaller

micro-workflows, connected via event streaming platform. The Micro-Workflow model can solve

a number of problems when using traditional workflow management systems in highly distributed

environments, such as fog computing systems to support IIoT. Also, we provide an overview of

current IIoT and fog computing challenges in areas such as monolithic application architecture,

virtualization, containerization, computational workflows, and data flow management.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses the road from a mono-

lithic into a loosely coupled system architecture, the challenges of fog and cloud computing, the

required virtualization infrastructure, and discusses the importance and challenges of computa-

tional workflows and data flow management in fog environments. Section 2 provides the proposed

model of the micro-workflow architecture. Section 3 provides the experiments and results, while

conclusions are provided in Section 3.3.

1. The State of the Art

1.1. From Monolith to Loosely-Coupled Architecture

An event-driven architecture includes sensors and other sources of data; processors that

fuse data from multiple sensors and detect patterns over time and deduce events that occurred

or predict events; responders for initiating actions in response to events; communication links

for transferring information between components; and administrative software for monitoring,

tailoring and managing the application [10]. EDA is an extremely loosely coupled system ar-

chitecture that is made up of highly decoupled, single-purpose event processing components

that asynchronously receive and process events [12, 28]. Microservice architecture is considered

the most promising in designing loosely coupled systems targeted at event processing today.

The microservice approach is based on dividing a computing system into small independent

computing services, each implementing its particular aspect of the application’s business logic.

This approach can overcome many of the significant disadvantages of the so-called monolithic

architecture, such as the challenges of distributing the computational load, the presence of a

single point of failure, and the challenges of ensuring continuous system operation during mainte-

nance or upgrades while allowing independent development, deployment, scaling and migration

of microservices from one computational resource to another [29]. Despite the benefits of this

approach, such flexibility does not come for free. For example, communication costs increase

due to the need to organize data exchange between microservices, which, in turn, increases the

complexity of data flow management and integration of highly distributed components of the
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system. Thus, moving to a more loosely coupled design is a multi-objective problem that requires

in-depth research to find the best solution to the various issues that arise from decoupling.

1.2. From Cloud to Fog Computing

In highly distributed industrial IoT systems, cloud computing-based solutions become un-

acceptable due to high latency and network congestion caused by an inability to process the

data-flow from the enormous amount of devices in an acceptable time [21]. Thus, Fog comput-

ing manages this problem by moving some computational tasks closer to the data sources. Fog

Computing is a virtualized platform that provides storage, compute, and networking between

end devices and Cloud Computing Data Centers, typically, but not exclusively, located at the

edge of the network [6]. Fog nodes can collect, cache, and pre-process data from IIoT sensors

before or instead of sending it to the cloud. Another scenario may require certain parts of the

system to process data in near-real time. In this case, computing services can be deployed on

the nearest fog node to provide a faster response time.

On the other hand, Cloud servers provide significant replication, load balancing, and re-

silience capabilities. Fog nodes, which are logically decentralized and geographically distributed

at network edges, cannot provide this resilience level. For example, finding and resolving a point

of failure in a fog computing environment is more complicated than doing that in the cloud [14].

Also, moving toward fog means increasing the computing decoupling, where parts of computing

are moved physically to the fog nodes at the edge of the network. Increased component decou-

pling can lead to difficulties in supporting such systems. For example, the emergence of a large

number of independent geographically decoupled components entails significant overhead due to

the appearance of a large number of points of failure [18]. The problems of efficient workload

allocation, the distribution of computational tasks between edge and cloud resources, and the

heterogeneous infrastructure of edge devices need to be solved [8].

1.3. Virtualization Infrastructure

In cloud or fog computing, ensuring resource sharing and dynamic resource provisioning is

a fundamental challenge. Virtualization technologies used at various levels (including hardware

and application platforms) are used for this purpose. However, large overheads associated with

the use of Virtual machines (VMs) can limit the efficiency of computational resources [34]. The

challenges associated with using fog-level VMs are even more significant due to the limited

resources, processing power, and network traffic at the edge of the network where fog nodes are

deployed. This problem can be addressed by containerization technology which allows running

containers as separate processes directly on the kernel of hosting OS, providing lightweight

isolation for the processes. However, using containerization also facing significant challenges

related to the difficulty of containerizing the stateful computational units due to limited data

portability support in containers compared to VM [4]. Therefore, if live migration between fog

nodes is required, it is a challenge to use container technology without data loss. Thus, finding

solutions that reduce the overhead of the virtualization infrastructure, and at the same time

ensuring a level of data availability and state recovering, is a very active and vital research area

in fog computing.
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1.4. The Computational Workflow

The Digital Twin concept combines a control system, real-time simulation, a system for

intelligent data analysis, and decision-making when developing industrial processes and sys-

tems [26, 32]. This is made possible by data flow and control signals connecting real-world

objects and their digital models. Experience in implementing such digital twins shows that the

simulation of complex technological processes requires the joint work of a large number of in-

dependent computing components, each of which is responsible for implementing its part of

the computational process. Such an approach in the field of the smart industry is already im-

plemented using scientific workflow systems. For example, in [20], a specific workflow suit has

been developed for product performance degradation assessment and prediction based on Kepler

scientific workflow management system (Kepler MS). The authors of [19] used Kepler in smart

manufacturing to optimize temperatures across a commercial industrial scale furnace in the

steam methane reforming process used to manufacture hydrogen gas. They used Kepler work-

flows to combine MATLAB and ANSYS packages to manage Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD) calculations. For distributed computing, additional instances for CFD calculations may

be deployed when running in parallel using the MPI message-passing scheme.

Scientific workflows (SWF) are a cornerstone of modern scientific computing. They are

used for complex computational applications that require robust management for big data that

are typically stored and processed at heterogeneous, distributed resources [30]. SWF systems

make scientists focus on their research rather than on details of computation management. For

example, the Pegasus framework allows users to represent workflows at an abstract level while

it takes care of the execution systems particulars [11]. Similarly, the main goal of the Kepler

MS is to support different execution scenarios where a user can develop and use its modules to

manage different execution behaviors in different environments, including private computational

resources [25]. The unique features of Kepler are that the underlying workflow engine handles

the provenance, reproducibility aspects of the code, performs orchestration of data flow, and

automates execution on heterogeneous computing resources [33].

However, several issues arise regarding the use of the WFMs. Workflows are executed as

a batch processing model, where a set of data is collected and fed into a workflow as a batch,

which is processed sequentially within the corresponding workflow [15]. The workflow tasks, in

this case, are closely related to each other due to the complex dependencies between them.

Also, workflow jobs may generate a large amount of intermediate data during the workflow

lifecycle [35]. In such tightly coupled behavior, a heavy data transfer among workflow tasks

can cause a significant slow down in execution [22]. Thus, to manage and efficiently execute

workflows, it is necessary to consider the features of this type of computing process, including

the limitation of resources over time and planning features, taking into account the location

of resulting and intermediate data [16]. One solution for such a monolith behavior problem

is to divide it into smaller elements. For example, the authors in [17] proposed to divide the

problem of workflow into two smaller subproblems; the first to allocating multiple workflows

into multiple data centers, and the second for allocating the tasks of each workflow into the

computing resources inside each data center. However, still, each traditional workflow working

in batch execution mode over tightly coupled tasks. Another challenge is that the features of

data visualization and data stream input/output are limited support in current WFMSs [5].

Such complexity increased in case of fog computing systems, where the execution environment

itself decoupled over multiple separated geographical locations. Thus, to fit fog computing EDA
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requirements, the computing system itself should be decoupled into fine-grained services that

support independent deployment and lifetime management.

1.5. The Data Flow

When organizing the computational process for systems such as the Digital Twin, the data

management process organization is essential. In addition to fundamental factors such as volume

and data type, several key factors influence the complexity of the data management process

organization related to the properties of the computing environment that supports Digital Twin.

First, the digital twin requires combining stream data processing from sensors with batch

data processing when performing intelligent analysis or big data processing tasks. Second, the

multi-layered and geographically distributed nature of the underlying fog computing environ-

ment requires the organization of the data flow management system as a distributed system

consisting of independent components, the communication between which is organized through

message exchange. Moreover, data processing for industrial applications often requires the abil-

ity to predict the state of the system. Such a service needs to know information about state

history to perform prediction. This behavior is called stateful, which means that the system

must identify the input data source and determine what other input data came from the same

source [24]. This requirement makes the lifetime management of services that are responsible

for data flow processing considerably more challenging.

However, managing state data inside a computational service itself is considered a bottle-

neck, so it should be stored in a separate resource [23]. An example of such a concept is presented

in [9], where the authors proposed a three-layered IoT data workload processing architecture

consisting of two layers for data management (messaging layer for data input/output and volatile

layer - to cache the updated results), while all the processing is concentrated in the third layer.

In the other case [13], the authors built a digital twin system, where a central data layer based

on a publish-subscribe architecture using MQTT messaging protocol broker linked together a

physical object, a digital twin, and a web-based controlling dashboard integrated with the CAD

system.

2. Micro-Workflow Model

In works [2, 27], the concept of Micro-Workflow was presented in an abstract form. The

current work expands this concept to be an in-detail representation with the details of creating a

Micro-Workflows oriented from the partitioned workflow. Also, it defines the inputs and outputs

and their accurate representation, how this model helps solve a set of challenges in using workflow

in fog computing.

The Micro-Workflow concept supports redesigning a monolithic workflow into a set of

smaller, loosely-coupled Micro-Workflows (MWF). Each MWF acts as an independent service

supporting stream data processing, independent deployment, and communication via the stream-

ing middleware.

2.1. The Monolith Workflow

A workflow application can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG):

W = (V,E), (1)
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where:

W – the monolith workflow;

V – a set of vertices representing computational tasks;

E – a set of directed edges connecting vertices.

Each vertex vi in V can have input and output edges. Let’s define the in-degree and out-

degree of a vertex vi in W by deg+(vi) and deg−(vi) respectively. Let the vertex v1 in V be the

initial vertex of the W that has no predecessors. Let n be the total number of vertices in V ,

so vn would be the final vertex that does not have any successor tasks. An edge (vi, vj) ∈ E

represents the data that is going as one of the outputs produced by vi to be as one of the inputs

of vj . Figure 1 shows an example of workflow W where n assumed to be 5.

Figure 1. An example of workflow W where n assumed to be 5

2.2. The Sub-Workflow

We say that the workflow W is divided into a set of sub-workflows S = (S1, . . . Sk) , Si =

(Vi, Ei), when:

1. ∀i = 1 . . . k (Vi ⊂ V, Ei ⊂ E) ;

2. ∀v ∈ V, ∃Si (v ∈ Vi) ;

3. ∀i, j (i 6= j =⇒ Si ∩ Sj = ∅) .
Figure 2 illustrates an example of workflow W partitioned into two sub-workflows S1 and

S2.

2.3. Sub-Workflow Edges Classification

Let us define the following classes of edges and vertices, associated with the sub-workflow

Si:

• EINTi: a set of internal edges, located inside of the sub-workflow Si:

EINTi = {(vk, vl) ∈ E : vk, vl ∈ Si} (2)
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Figure 2. An example of workflow W partitioned into two sub-workflows S1 and S2

• EINPUTx: a set of input edges with an initial vertex outside the sub-workflow Si and an

end vertex inside Si:

EINPUTi = {(vk, vl) ∈ E : vk /∈ Si, vl ∈ Si} (3)

• EOUTi: a set of output edges with an initial vertex inside the sub-workflow Si and an end

vertex outside Si:

EOUTi = {(vk, vl) ∈ E : vk ∈ Si, vl /∈ Si} (4)

• V INPUTi: a set of vertices in Si that located on the head end of EINPUTi edges as well

as vertices that have no input edges:

V INPUTi = {vl ∈ Si : (vk, vl) ∈ EINPUTi} ∪
{
v ∈ Si : deg− (v) = 0

}
(5)

• V OUTi: a set of vertices in Si that located on the tail end of EOUTi edges as well as

vertices that have no output edges:

V OUTi = {vk ∈ Si : (vk, vl) ∈ EOUTi} ∪
{
v ∈ Si : deg+ (v) = 0

}
(6)

2.4. Micro-Workflow Construction

To convert a sub-workflow Si into a micro-workflow MWFi, we need to extract all Si vertices

from the workflow W and provide communication mechanisms linking MWFi with the event

streaming platform via dedicated “Consumer vertex” (cvi) and “Producer vertex” (pvi) nodes.

The cvi vertex acts as a source of MWFi, providing consumption of the input data stream from

the event streaming platform and distributing it between the vertices in V INPUTi. The pvi

vertex acts as a sink that collects the output from the V OUTi set and transmits it as a message to

the event streaming platform. In this case, we can define the generation of MWFi = (MVi, MEi)

from the sub-workflow Si = (Vi, Ei) as follows:

1. MVi = Vi ∪ {cvi, pvi};
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2. ECVi = {(cvi, v) : v ∈ V INPUTi} ;

3. EPVi = {(v, cpi) : v ∈ V OUTi} ;

4. MEi = EINTi ∪ ECVi ∪ EPVi.

Figure 3 shows the set of micro-workflows produced through the extraction of sub-workflows

of the monolithic workflow W shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. The result of applying the Micro-Workflow model

2.4.1. Implementation of data stream processing in micro-workflows

Micro-workflow concept integrates classical workflow and streaming data processing models.

A set of dedicated channels (data stream stores) is formed in the event streaming platform

structure to organize the interaction of micro-workflows via message exchange. Each message is

a data set that includes a timestamp of message generation, information about the data source,

and a structured collection of essential data itself. The following data stream stores are required:

• DS0 is responsible for collecting, storing, and providing messages that contain the data

sets necessary to initialize the computational process in the workflow.

• DSi is responsible for receiving messages containing intermediate data from MWFi and

passing them to dependent micro workflows.

• DSout is responsible for collecting, storing, and providing messages containing workflow

result data.

Instead of the initial workflow node, the data sets needed to start the computational process

are fed into the DS0 data stream store of the event streaming platform in the form of messages.

The processing of messages from the data stream store is organized as follows.

• CVi of the corresponding MWFi retrieves the subsequent message from DSi−1.

• Based on the analysis of the received message, CVi generates data transfer along the ECVi

edges to the nodes responsible for the direct execution of the computational process.

• After data processing tasks have been completed and data has been sent along the edges

of EPVi, PVi generates an outgoing message to DSi or DSout if it is the final result.
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Using this approach to partition a monolithic workflow into a set of independent micro-

workflow computing services brings the following advantages:

• decoupling a strongly coupled computational process in time and space, switching to an

asynchronous communication model;

• supporting independent micro-workflows deployment on different nodes in a distributed

computing environment, taking into account the data source’s geographical location, the

required computing resources, etc.

• the possibility of seamless integration of IoT device data into the data processing process

at any stage of the computing process;

• the ability to independently scale individual micro-workflows;

• the transfer of the computational process of the micro-workflow to a different compu-

tational node, without loss of intermediate data, and the need to repeat previous data

processing.

3. Experiments

To evaluate the refactoring practicability and possible overhead of dividing the workflow into

micro-workflows, we consider data processing from a typical DEBS 2012 data challenge4 task.

As part of this task, it is necessary to provide near-real-time processing of industrial Internet of

Things data that transmits information about the state of manufacturing equipment.

Figure 4. The organization of the experiment

Based on the proposed micro-workflow approach and model, the DEBS 2012 Query 1 mono-

lith workflow has been refactored into two micro-workflows. Each of the micro-workflows has

been implemented using the Kepler workflow system and has been packed in a separate Docker

container. We have used Apache Kafka5 as an event streaming platform to organize the mes-

sage exchange between the micro-workflows. The data stream stores have been implemented

as Kafka topics. The organization of the experiment is presented on the Fig. 4. To organize

the data exchange between the Kepler workflow and the Apache Kafka platform, we have im-

plemented specialized Kepler actors: KafkaConsumer, which acts as a consumer vertex, and

KafkaProducer, which acts as a producer vertex for corresponding micro-workflows. We have

4https://debs.org/grand-challenges
5https://kafka.apache.org/
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also developed the sensors simulator that feeds the initial sensors data stream into the DS0 topic

of the Apache Kafka.

The sensor simulator receives data from the pre-recorded sensor readings database, serializes

the messages in a predetermined format, and transmits them to the DS0 Kafka topic. Before

generating and sending the following message in both experiments, we add a delay of 8 ms after

receiving a successful message reception confirmation from Apache Kafka. On the one hand, this

allows to approximate the data generation frequency to the one determined in the initial data

stream (about 10 ms). On the other hand, we are able to keep the exact value of the introduced

delay in both experiments.

The structure of the first micro-workflow MWF1 is presented on the Fig. 5. MWF1 is

a micro-workflow that consumes the sensor data from the DS0 Kafka topic and processes it

using the DetectStateChange Kepler actor. The data processing results are published to the

intermediate Kafka topic DS1.

The structure of the second micro-workflow MWF2 is presented on the Fig. 6. MWF2

consumes the data from the DS1 Kafka topic. It implements the second stage of data processing,

including the correlation of the change of state of the sensor and the change of state of the valve

by calculating the time difference between the occurrence of the state changes. The correlation

estimation is performed in the CorrelateStateChange Kepler Actor.

Figure 5. The two options of running MWF1 in the developed Kepler model

3.1. Micro-Workflow Deployment Parameterization

Before launching the micro-workflow, it is necessary to configure its parameters, including

the information needed to communicate with the outside world. The micro-workflow should be

provided with information about the location of the endpoint address of the event streaming

platform (Apache Kafka in our case), the location of the message schema repositories, and the

identifiers of the data stream stores for reading and writing messages.

In our previous work [27], we have implemented the parameterization using remote desktop

access to the GUI of each workflow and manually enter all execution parameters to the work-

flow. In this paper, we improve the implementation of the micro-workflow deployment model

using the headless option. In this case, micro-workflow parameters can be provided as execution

parameters into the docker container at the micro-workflow container’s launch. The execution
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Figure 6. MWF2 in the developed Kepler model

starts with new parameters automatically without GUI access. Figure 5 schematically shows the

two options for organizing the launch of the micro-workflow described above.

In the current experiments, we have developed a Docker image that contains micro-workflow

implementations using Kepler (Kepler MWF). To run a container, we need to pass the environ-

ment variables into the process. These variables include:

• MWF: the name of MWF;

• KAFKASERVER: the location of the Kafka server;

• KAFKAPORT: the port of the Kafka server endpoint;

• SCHEMAREGISTRY: the location of schema registry server;

• SCHEMAPORT: the port of the schema registry server endpoint;

• TOPICSOURCE: Kafka source topic;

• TOPICDESTINATION: Kafka destination topic.

Figure 7 shows the docker run command schema used to run a micro-workflow container.

Figure 7. Docker command schema used to run a micro-workflow container
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3.2. Experiment Deployment

We have implemented two deployment layouts for our micro-workflows during the exper-

iment: a local deployment on a single node and a deployment in a distributed environment,

where each micro-workflow has been deployed on a separate node.

The first deployment (see Fig. 8) on a single node acts as a benchmark for evaluating

system performance, excluding delays introduced by network equipment and data exchange over

the network. The streaming middleware, sensor emulator, MWF1, and MWF2 each packed in

separate containers, deployed on a single computing node (Intel Core i7-4600U 2.1 GHz dual-core

processor with 8 GB of RAM).

The second deployment is implemented on the resources of the Tornado Supercomputer at

South Ural State University (Fig. 9). The Sensor Emulator virtual machine (VM1) simulates

the process of IoT sensor data generation. It consumes data from DEBS 2012 database and

publishes it sequentially into the Kafka input topic, deployed in the Landoop container (VM2).

We partition the original DEBS 2012 first query workflow into two Micro-Workflows, MWF1 and

MWF2, and pack each Micro-Workflow in a separate container, deployed on VM2 and VM3

virtual machines. There is no direct connection between the Virtual machines and nodes. All the

communications need to cross a network server. Both VM1 and VM3 run on the same physical

node (4 GB RAM and 4 cores of Intel Xeon X5680 CPU). VM2 runs on a separate physical

node (12 GB RAM and 8 cores of Intel Xeon X5680 CPU). The interconnection between virtual

machines is organized via an external physical node that acts as a virtual router, connected via

a Gigabit Ethernet network.

Figure 8. Local deployment on a single node

3.3. Evaluation

The following evaluation criteria are proposed to estimate the feasibility and overhead of

the micro-workflow refactoring:

• AVsm: the average interval between sensor messages.
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Figure 9. Deployment in a distributed computing environment on three nodes

• AVtat (average processing time): the average time interval required to create one final

message by a micro-workflow. The interval counted from the second requested original

message has been received from the original Kafka topic to the time the final message sent

to Kafka.

• AVdv (average delivery time): average time interval between sending sensor message and

receiving the message in MWF, including data serialization, message transfer from VM1

to VM2.

• AVl12: the average network latency between VM1 and VM2.

The comparison results of the experiments are presented in Tab. 1.

Table 1. The comparison results

Parameters Single node Distributed mode

Testing time 24 hours 24 hours

Total messages 9 180 056 7 328 844

AVsm 9.5 ms 11.8 ms

AVtat 1.3 ms 3.2 ms

AVdv 1.2 ms 4.4 ms

AVl12 0 ms 3.5 ms

Analysis of the results of the experiment allows us to draw the following conclusions:

• Application of the workflow partitioning mechanism into independent micro-workflows

allows providing IoT data processing in streaming mode, close to real-time. The average

processing time in both experiments has been significantly less than the sensor’s period of

initial data generation.
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• Computational processes of individual micro-workflows can be distributed across nodes

in a distributed computing network. With such distribution, the data processing time

increases by at least the latency between the computing network’s corresponding nodes

and the node where the event streaming platform is located.

Conclusion

We propose a model of workflow applications for stream processing in highly distributed

environments such as fog computing. The ability to move part of computing from/into different

nodes at a different level is the required by system architecture of fog computing. We show how

tightly coupled dependencies in monolith workflow can be decoupled and refactored in the form

of smaller and standalone micro-workflows and how define inputs and outputs of each result-

ing micro-workflow. Such decoupling supports the independence of implementation, execution,

development, maintenance, and cross-platform deployment of micro-workflows as standalone

computational units. An important direction of further research is to automate the refactoring

workflow process into micro-workflows.
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